Ekahau Connect
The All-In-One Product Suite for Better Wi-Fi
Ekahau Connect™ is the first
complete suite of wireless tools,
giving you the confidence to
manage every aspect of your
wireless network.

Design reliable, high capacity
Wi-Fi networks

Analyze and troubleshoot Wi-Fi
issues in real-time

Validate a new Wi-Fi deployment or
optimize an existing Wi-Fi network

Ekahau AI Pro™

Powerful Wi-Fi planning and AI Design for the most reliable, best performing wireless
networks – now including 6 GHz
Design your perfect, blazing-fast 6
GHz network with the top tri-band
wireless access points today

Supports legacy and modern Wi-Fi
standards, including 802.11ax (Wi-Fi
6) and Wi-Fi 6E (802.11ax in 6GHz)

Get ultra-fast, ultra-reliable WiFi with smart tools for defining,
designing and inspecting your Wi-Fi

Includes 4000+ Wi-Fi access points
and antennas from all vendors

Ekahau Sidekick™

Allows for advanced precision Wi-Fi site surveys and spectrum analysis as the only
professional measurement device.
All-in-one expert device with two WiFi radios and a spectrum analyzer for
professional Wi-Fi site surveys and
troubleshooting

Seven factory tested antennas are
placed in the optimum orientation
to deliver precise and consistent
measurement accuracy

Plug-and-play operation on Android
OS, iOS, macOS and Windows.

All-day battery life removes the need
for interrupting work to recharge
devices at larger sites

Market leading precision for 2.4 & 5
GHz Wi-Fi spectrum with automated
interference source identification

ekahau.com

Supports all Wi-Fi standards,
including the new 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6)

Ekahau Survey™ for iPhone & iPad

Offers a full mobile survey solution enhanced for iOS devices, delivering an intuitive
user experience and fast responsive interface.
Get productive faster with a
powerful yet simple to learn user
interface

Deliver instant post-survey analysis
with easy-to-read, crystal-clear
heatmaps

Autopilot Survey automatically
tracks your location during a site
survey—enabling full freedom of
movement

Locate detected access points
automatically

Ekahau Analyzer™ for Android & iOS

Redefines the future of troubleshooting through faster, easier, and more accurate
network health validation.
Turns the device in your pocket
into a powerful Wi-Fi validation &
troubleshooting tool
Super fast & high resolution
spectrum measurements to identify
interference sources

Every location can troubleshoot.
On-site staff can quickly identify
issues and relay info back to senior
resources
Clear Pass / Fail Indication - Auto
test in under 60 seconds to validate
the health of your Wi-Fi network

Ekahau Capture™

Easily collects the data you need to conduct advanced troubleshooting and in-depth
analysis of challenging Wi-Fi problems.
Makes it easy for anyone to quickly
capture Wi-Fi packets with Ekahau
Sidekick hardware in order to detect
complex problems

Introduces a simultaneous dualchannel packet capture to diagnose
difficult problems, such as roaming
between APs

Ekahau Cloud™

Enables you to collaborate, share, and remotely track projects between multiple
locations and teams, improving efficiency and preventing costly rework.
Enables simultaneous
collaboration across team
members in the field and between
the field and experts in the back
office

Local storage and simultaneous
multi-person surveys are available
with or without Ekahau Cloud

Keeps your project files backed
up and synced across devices and
prevents costly rework in case your
device gets lost or damaged
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